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Abstract

There is an extensive literature confirming that overall business performance can be enhanced by adopting a process-based view of the business that is measured through quality outcomes and customer satisfaction. The importance of focusing attention on business processes is widely recognized and accepted although all uncertainties and operating difficulties within management practice. Our study was motivated by the idea that the lack of well-established conceptual models and definitions of business process play a role in the challenge and difficulty facing organizations when to put the notion of process into practice depending on which processes belonging to a particular activity. The aim of this paper is to describe the findings from the study aiming at forming the conceptual apparatus of service process in hotels to improve service process outcomes in a more systematic manner. By analyzing the data obtained through in-depth interviews, there are several descriptions and definitions of service process from three different perspectives provided by hotel managers, but none that seems to be really widespread and well-established definition with a high emphasis on operational standard procedures (SOPs) of hotel activities and the value can be added through the effective and accurate implementation. Thus, there is a need to pay more attention to additional core elements of service processes while planning hotel operation processes and preparing the relevant SOPs by the owner company.

1. Introduction

Today’s increasingly competitive environment leaves no room for error, and the consumer market experience an ever-increasing demand for better products and service without interruption or gaps (Srinivasu et al., 2011; Mariappan et al., 2012; Patyal and Maddulety, 2015). Customers expect continued and consistent high performance even when they pay less for them than the previous purchasing prices in order to be satisfied (Mason and Antony, 2000; Antony and Taner, 2003). According to Evans and Lindsay, (2011), companies with a 98 percent customer retention rate are twice as profitable compared to those at a 94 percent, which is also supported by Al-Debi and Al-Waely, (2015); Alshurdeh,
(2016) and Pooya et al., (2020) in another way stating that retaining customers is more beneficial than attracting new ones as a lost customer represents more than the loss of the next sale. Even for already high-performing organizations, Besterfield et al., (2004) and Tsikritkis and Heineke, (2004) referred that past customers experience always produces higher expectations, and customer satisfaction will increase as performance improves.

Since organizations are continually under competitive pressures, Schönreiter, (2018) and Han et al., (2021) indicated that increasingly more companies begin to pay more attention to efficient management practices that can help to make quick decisions, fast information transfer and shorter cycle times. In order to achieve this, Little, (2001); Tari et al., (2007); Ubaid and Dweiri, (2020) and Nolle et al., (2022) supposed that the focus needs to be shifted from managing functions to managing processes for a smooth operation of business activities and performance deterioration prevention which actively helps to control quality outcomes and identify opportunities for continuous improvement. The authors Mitra, (2003); Besterfield et al., (2004) and Aviv et al., (2021) referred that management must learn the capabilities of their business processes and how to improve it by using data and facts to obtain meaningful information of evaluation of quality improvement actions.

The notion of process-based orientation according to Lindsay et al., (2003) and van der Aalst, (2013) can be traced back to the evolving quality movement which advocated the shift in focus from product and/or service characteristics to process characteristics which present a more comprehensive array of improvement options in various aspects in response to an increasingly changing environment. BPM becomes the most popular management method and approach to effectively run business activities and provide well-proven methods which considered as a basis for mastering current and future challenges in management (Lahajnar and Rožanec, 2016; vom Brocke et al., 2021; Grisold et al., 2022). Thus, the quality of the organizations' products and/or services is a direct reflection of its ability to improve its operation processes via BPM (Beimborn, and Joachim, 2011; Psomas et al., 2011). Various empirical researches indicated that there is a positive correlation between process management and business success which has led to an increasing interest in improving organizational business processes to enhance business performance (Trkman, 2010; van der Alast et al., 2016).

However, BPM implementation in the hotel industry is less frequent (Han et al., 2021; Yevheniia et al., 2021), and only a few studies focusing on this topic can be found. In addition, management literature report relatively limited instances of potential applications of BPM in hospitality industry, especially hotels. This has been justified by Vergidis et al., (2008) that service industry leaders are not convinced that a process-based approach (BPM) could bring significant tangible and measurable benefits. Furthermore, there are major differences and non-conformity exist in quality characteristics of manufacturing and service processes which do not lend them to the application of traditional production management techniques and approaches such as BPM and increase the complexity of quality control and improvement efforts (Goh, 2014; Jankowski-Guzy et al., 2018; Gonzalez et al., 2019).

The business process (BP) perspective is increasingly seen as a mechanism for achieving competitive advantage and the core of the functioning of an organization to deliver the expected value to customers (McCormack and Johnson, 2001; Kirchmer, 2017; Bazan and Estevez, 2022). The importance of focusing attention on business processes is widely recognized and accepted although all uncertainties and operating difficulties within management practice (Trkman, 2010; Syed et al., 2018). According to both Gulledge and Sommer, (2002); Palmberg, (2009); Röglinger et al., (2022), there is no generally accepted definition of the term business process (BP) exists due to the fact that business processes
have been approached by a number of different disciplines and their interpretation vary depending on which processes belonging to a particular activity.

The authors Biazzo and Bernardi, (2003); Lindsay et al., (2003) and Tsakalidis et al., (2019) reported that most of business process definitions are limited in depth and hides some problematic aspects which face organizations when trying to put the notion of process into practice. Even for practitioners who are extremely familiar with the concept of BPM, Ko et al., (2009); Habib and Shah, (2013); Bazan and Estevez, (2022) Beerepoot et al., (2023) referred that there is still confusion across disciplines and many interpretations from different perspectives provided by practitioners which confirm the confusion presence of fragmented functions being put forward as examples of business process.

Thus, the motivation for our study is to address this under-investigated topic and make inquiries about the current state of BPM philosophy in the hospitality industry. The authors undertake an examination of previously published work on the term business process and its specific features to find the specificities of operation process in hotel industry. Moreover, the study examines the common view of service process in hotels against academic definitions aiming at forming the conceptual apparatus of service process in hotels. In this paper, we target specifically the findings from the hotel manager community. We have approached the leading hotel managers in this regard, and through extensive dialog, extracted and summarized their perspectives. The authors have attempted to address this under-studied topic through a comprehensive qualitative study involving an in-depth semi-structures interviews with renowned hotel managers in Egypt.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Definitions and Views of Business Process

There are plenty and diverse definitions have been presented in the literature in an attempt to give a more precise definition of a business process as discussed and illustrated in the following discussion. Although most of the proposed definitions agreed on general specifications and attributes of business process, Ozdemir et al., (2019) and Unbaid and Dweiri, (2020) stated that all experts do not give exactly the same definition about it. According to Adesola and Baines, (2005); Muehlen and Ting-Yi Ho, (2006); Senkus et al., (2021), the association of the term business process with “transformation of inputs into outputs” and “a set of interrelated activities triggered by an external event” can be found in many definitions advanced in both the academic and managerial literature.

2.2. Business Process – Transformation of Input into Output

According to Hammer and Champy, (1993), business process is a set of linked activities that transform inputs into valuable outputs for customers. ISO 9000:2000 standards provide a certain definition for a business process as a system of activities that uses resources to convert input elements to output components. Biazzo and Bernardi, (2003) suggested that ISO 9000:2000 definition should be broadened to describe a process as a system of subjectively identified activities to transform inputs into outputs using resources in a holistic and systematic manner. The authors Stohr and Zhao, (2001); Isaksson, (2006) and Kubiak and Benbow, (2009) defined a business process as a series of interrelated steps consisting of required resources and activities that convert inputs into outputs to serve a meaningful purpose within an organization.
Each step in the process consists of transforming some previous state and/or condition (input) into a new state and/or condition (output) until the final product or service is reached or producing a given result (Davenport, 1993; Brennan, 2017). Lindsay et al., (2003) and Lee et al., (2007) referred to a business process as a relationship between clearly identified inputs and outputs, where inputs are transformed into outputs using a set of activities which add value to the inputs. Al-Mudimigh, (2007) and Johansson et al., (1993) described the business process a set of logical, sequential and linked activities which have definable inputs and, when executed, result in outputs add value from a customer perspective.

2.3. Business Process – Interrelated Activities with External Event

For Pall, (1987), a business process is a logical organization of people, materials, energy, equipment and procedures in an organization’s activities designed to achieve a defined end result. Both Eriksson and Penker, (2000); Volkner and Werner, (2000) and Markus and Jacobson, (2010) defined a business process as a chain of activities arranged in a structured way with the purpose of producing specific outputs and valuable results to customers. Havey, (2005) and Tsakalidis et al., (2019) stated that business process (BP) conceived as any sequence of pre-defined related activities executed to achieve a pre-specified type or range of outcomes actualize business objectives. A business process described by Stock and Lambert, (2001) and Dumas et al., (2013:2018) as a collection of inter-related events, activities and decision points that involve a number of actors and objects, and that collectively lead to an outcome of value to targeted customer.

---

**Figure 1: Input/ output process model (Besterfield et al., 2004)**

---

**Figure 2: Business Process Structure (Kirchmer, 2017)**
According to Ould, (1995); Smith and Fingar, (2003); Strnadl, (2006) and Unbaid and Dweiri, (2020) business process can be defined as a dynamically collaborative activities or logically linked tasks that start and end by an event to meet customers’ requirements and attain other strategic business objectives. The definition of a business process as a set of related activities with external event performed to produce valuable results visualized in fig. 2 as presented by Kirchmer, (2017). In addition, Morgeson and DeRue, (2006) agreed that business process is an occurrence of specific duration include a set of tasks or duties that is started by an event and completed by an event. The two main approaches to business process definitions and views as presented in the reviewed literature will be used in order to better evaluate the essence of service processes and its properties in hotel industry.

2.4. Core Elements of Business Process

Despite the confusion about the nature of business process and argument among researchers and BPM practitioners over definitions, most of the definitions that have been presented are very similar and the difference among them is almost non-existent allowing users to quickly obtain an intuitive understanding of the process. However, Biazzo and Bernardi, (2003) stated that the simplicity of the definitions hides some problematic aspects that come to light once companies try to put the notion of process in practice. Thus, Cobleigh et al., (2000) and Weske et al., (2004) advocated a rigorous analysis of a process definitions to effectively investigate the properties of business processes and support a more precise process definition free from faults that could lead to serious failures.

To provide a more precise definition for a business process, Palmberg, (2009) reduced the differences found between the identified definitions to six components included: inputs and outputs, interrelated activities, horizontal or cross functional, purpose or value for customers, the use of resources and repeatability. A gross process definition from the author’s perspective should include all these components, while a net process definition can be condensed a horizontal sequence of activities that transforms an input (need) to an output (result) to meet the needs of customers or stakeholders as shown in fig. 3. In contrast, Thomas and Fellmann, (2009) argued that describing a process as a "related activities" is not sufficiently accurate as it has no temporal workflow connotations. Bulletpoint, (1996) mentioned that there are four key features to any business process which can be seen in the majority of business process definitions identified in the literature, included:

- predictable and definable inputs;
- a linear, logical sequence or flow;
- a set of clearly definable tasks or activities;
- a predictable and desired outcome or result.

Figure 3: A net process definition (Palmerg, 2009)
According to Bulletpoint, (1996); Thomas and Fellmann, (2009) and Han et al., (2020), it is an essential component of a business process to described in a linear, logical sequence or flow procedures explain and clarify the standard steps of "what to do", and a group of logically related tasks or actions that must be taken in a particular way (definable tasks and activities) to put these procedures into actual implementation (how to do) to achieve the desired goal and expected results. This illustrated by the authors Bernardo et al., (2017) when referred that a process defines what needs to be done and which roles are involved, and based on, BPs consists the following:

- Roles and responsibilities of people (roles) assigned to do the work;
- Appropriate tools and equipment to support individuals in doing their jobs;
- Procedures and methods defining “how” to do the tasks.

The author Ould, (1995) listed a few key features of BP contains a purposeful activity, carried out collaboratively by a group, often crosses functional boundaries and invariably driven by outside agents or customers. According to Curtis et al., (1992); van der Alast, (2004) and van der Aalst, (2013), there are two important elements for any business process to be defined: (a) the activities that are usually described as a set of tasks accomplished in a specific order; (b) the allocation of required resources to implement these tasks, with the workflow execution of activities; and (c) agents - who (or what) does it (performs the activities) added by (Armitage and Kellner, 1994).

The authors Ubaid and Dweiri, (2020) suggested some other attributes of business processes (BPs) related to linking organization’s processes to customers’ requirements and demands, fulfilling strategic business goals, dynamically coordinated and no single person responsible for the entire process. The authors Vinogradova, (2006); Yesipova and Burak, (2013) and Ozdemir et al., (2019) and greed on defining business process as a cyclic set of interrelated transactions within certain types of businesses that use a company’s resources to transform certain inputs (needed resources) to an output (final results) in the form of product and/or service that are valuable to customers (internal and external). It is the way in which all resources of an organization are used in a reliable, repeatable and consistent way to achieve business objectives and sustain performance (Hammer and Champy, 1993; Ziai, 1997). Based on the definition provided by Vinogradova, (2006); Yesipova and Burak, (2013) and Ozdemir et al., (2019), the following figure (4) illustrates three key components of a business process as presented by the authors included: (a) specific inputs; (b) transformation of company’s resources; and (c) desired output.

![Figure 4: Business Process Components](https://jaauth.journals.ekb.eg)
After analyzing the most forty (40) popular definitions of a business process to provide a comprehensive definition, Senkus et al., (2021) stated that a business process can be understood as a set of related activities to achieve a pre-determined goal by converting the input into a pre-determined stakeholder value on the output. As a result, the authors determined the key elements of the concept to include: (i) process needed inputs; (ii) a set of logical related activities and (iii) desired outputs. This is in a complete agreement with what stated in the previous paragraph and figure 4.

2.5. Service Processes

The total service concept is a combination of technical and human behavioral aspects, and the latter much more difficult to quantify, measure and control which make service specifications are less prevalent than product (Zeithaml et al., 1988; Herbert et al., 2003; Goh, 2014). In response to the application of a process-centered view in services, Sulek et al., (2006); Oakland, (2007) and Li and Tsung, (2013) stated that the decomposition of the service process into components and stages plays a critical role in controlling the variability in process performance metrics and understanding customer’s service requirements. As in manufacturing, Antony, (2004) and Talluri et al., (2013) referred that many companies in services industries have repetitive processes ranging from service time to variegated transactional processes which are subject to the certain basic principles of methods and procedures used to monitor and measure the performance of operation processes.

According to Scordaki and Psarakis, (2005); Oakland, (2007); Hensley and Utley, (2011), variation always exist in products, materials, invoicing accuracy, maintenance practices, times of deliveries, ways of doing things, people’s attitudes and situations and everything as long as the controllable factors can be identified and measurable responses can be clearly defined. In the same context, the authors Besterfield et al., (2004) and Evans and Lindsay, (2011) defined a business process (BP) as a collection of activities and operations involved in transforming inputs (physical facilities, actions, materials, equipment, people and energy) into desired outputs, in the form of products, services or an input to another process. Activities of any individual service businesses can be presented as a set of business processes that deliver value to customers (Climent et al., 2009).

This what stated also by many authors (Mason and Antony, 2000; Sulek, 2004; Oakland, 2007) that a process may consist of a combination of human beings, machines, methods or intangible human elements such as attitudes, motives, knowledge and skills. Thus, all work can be considered as a process and there are many opportunities for things to go wrong in any type of a process that variation is a part of everything used in producing wanted products and/or delivering services (Bennyan et al., 2003; Herbert et al., 2003). Hence, all the previous definitions of a business process are compatible with the conceptualization of service operations as a system of components, whether complex or relatively simple in design, which transforms resources into a service product with measurable outputs allowing detect when trouble is brewing (Antony and Taner, 2003; Oakland, 2007).

Therefore, this study aims to answer the following questions:

1. What is the current state of BPM practices in Egyptian hotels compared to the dominant topics in the published research?
2. How do hotel managers perceive the term “business process”?
3. How can a “service process” be defined and what are the associated problems with defining the term in the hotel industry?
4. What are the problematic issues of “service process” design in hotels?
5. What are the core structural elements of “service process” in hotel industry compared to the dominant components in the published research?

3. Research Methodology

After giving the theoretical background of the defined problem, the theory will be applied to a real-life case. To answer our research questions, we conducted 15 case studies throughout October and December 2022, which varied between international chain hotels, local chain hotels and independent hotels, considering that the research was limited to only five-star hotels. The rationale was to approach hotels with the amount of resources in terms of finance, people, facilities, technology and time for effective implementation of management programs and systems such as BPM approach, and whose managers are able to provide relevant information about BPM projects and quality activities in their organizations. In addition, low-rated hotels not seen as typical utilizers of the process-oriented approach (BPM) and the value of process-oriented services in such settings is not as prominent.

3.1. Sample Description

Selection of research sample was not a random process as this would not have served the research purpose, and the use of non-probability sampling as a method of selecting units from the population using a subjective (i.e. non-random) method (Cooper and Schindler, 2011) may also not be effective due to the difficulty of assessing whether the assumption is correct and there is no way to estimate the probability of any one element being included in the sample. Therefore, the research sample comprised all five-star hotels located within the Greater Cairo area, which number about twenty four (24) hotels based on the latest hotel census conducted by Ministry of Tourism and Egyptian Hotel Association. After excluding hotels belonging to the same chain (4) so as to avoid getting repeated information and save time, the number of hotels becomes twenty-two (20).

A total of twenty (20) hotels were intended to be invited for the data collection process in the study; fifteen (15) hotels agreed to participate and only two hotels (2) rejected the invitation. The researchers stopped (17 hotels) when no new knowledge or insights were gained, as advised by the authors Cooper and Schindler, (2011) to keep sampling only when breadth and depth of the knowledge of the issue under study are expanding. In qualitative research, Lingard et al., (2008) and Coenen et al., (2012) referred that sample size is sufficient when additional interviews or focus groups do not result in identification of new concepts, an end point called data saturation. Therefore, the actual study participants represent 75% of research population.

3.2. Data Collection Method

In order to collect in-depth opinions from the participants, a questionnaire in the form of a semi-structured interview technique was employed. This makes interviews much more rigidly structured to provide greater control for the researcher, essentially becoming questionnaires where responses are verbal rather than written (Barrett and Twycross, 2018). Therefore, the data collected by means of a semi-structured personal interview based on a closed questionnaire plus a set of open questions which allowed the researchers to clarify certain points. This approach allowing direct communication between interviewers and interviewees can help ensure that the latter are clear about interview questions (Lai and Choi, 2015) and, where necessary, former can provide clarification for any queries that interviewees may have (Harrell and Bradley, 2009).
3.3. Questionnaire Formulation

Before conducting the interview, the researchers prepared an interview guide carefully, since Bryman and Bell, (2007) argue that it is necessary to have an interview guide before conducting the semi-structured interview. This is an effective and efficient way for obtaining sufficient information within a short time period (Zhang, 2000). In order to do so, questions have been set up and developed to act as a guide integrating all aspects that have been described in the theoretical background. Thus, the theoretical framework nearly set the agenda for questions that must be answered by the selected sample in order to be able to appropriately analyze the data obtained and to keep a red line within this thesis (see Exhibit 1). The suitability and validity of questions was tested by Bandara et al., (2007).

Exhibit 1: Managers interview protocol

| Q1: Please, describe your role in relation to BPM experience. |
| Q2: What’s your perception about the concept of a “business process”? |
| Q3: How would you define the term “service process” in your hotel? |
| Q4: What do you perceive as the major issues of service process modeling in hotels? |
| Q5: What recommendations can you give in addressing some of these issues? |
| Q6: What are the core structural components of “service process” in your hotel? |

The first question “Please describe your role in relation to your BPM experience?” was designed to set the scene and clarify the role of hotel managers in BPM expertise and the policy of BPM efforts in the hotel industry and its affects manager's perception of hotel processes and related activities. Questions (2, 3, 4, 5) was posed to examine managers perspectives on what service process is and the major issues of identifying service processes within their hotels, and to further question (6) to identify the core components and/or structural elements of service process within hotel contexts.

3.4. Data Analysis

Qualitative inquiry requires that collected data is organized in a meaningful way, and this is referred to as data analysis (Liamputtong, 2009). A common type of data analysis in qualitative research is thematic analysis which also called interpretive thematic analysis (Markovic, 2006; Walters, 2016). The most frequent use of thematic analysis in tourism research has been its application to the interpretation of written documents such as interview transcripts (Walters, 2016). In the thematic analysis, the researcher looks for themes within the collected data and codes excerpts into those themes which enable a structured approach to data interpretation (Cassell and Bishor, 2019).

Therefore, the process of analyzing the data obtained predominantly involves coding or categorizing the data. The interviews were categorized into four main themes discussed separately to provide answers to research questions and coded using a certain phrases; where all phrases were derived purely from the data was created to capture details of each issue and any related recommendation(s), keeping in mind the following points:

- When a new issue was identified, a new set of codes was opened to capture the theme that was raised.
- Statements that generally discussed a certain issue were grouped together.
- Statements that specifically mentioned the potential resolution for a certain issue were grouped under a ‘recommendation’ node for each identified issue.
The researchers connected the empirical data with the theoretical framework on each factor. In theoretical framework, researchers established a clear description of the criteria regarding each factor and each phase, and used the criteria as the main tool for data analysis. During this process, researchers have resorted to the secondary data several times when researchers find the previous data are not sufficient to explain the case. At the end of analysis, all of research questions have been answered, research objectives have been achieved, and some suggestions will be promoted to help hotels better implement BPM in the future.

4. Results And Discussion

Through this multi-method approach, we will be able to identify three distinct sets of outcomes. First, the role of hotel managers in BPM expertise and the policy of BPM efforts in hotels will be examined with a special focus on the major issues of defining service processes as perceived by hotel managers. Second, as is the focus of this paper, the research design will also allow us to gain insights into the common views of service process and managers’ misconceptions of BPM terminologies in the hotel industry. Last, we will gain an understanding of the core elements of service process, together with the apparent criticality of those matters of concern. These results will be used to develop the conceptual framework of service process in hotels which has not been studied or presented in literature before. This enables further perspective studies on this proposed scheme with the aim of improving the structural elements of hotel operating processes and enhance quality outcomes.

4.1. The Role of Hotel Managers in BPM Expertise

We have approached the hotel’s leading managers in this regard and all of them are aware of the concept of BPM and BPs and they actually manage processes instead of placing emphasis on functions and hierarchical structures. However, their role in BPM expertise is limited to understanding the standard operating procedures (SOPs) of hotel service processes with the workflow of operation tasks and preparing all key components required to put these execution standards into actual implementation within a certain way. It means that managers in hotel industry are not involved in the process of planning business work and defining hotel operating processes to prepare the relevant interrelated standard execution steps (SOPs) that must be performed to convert inputs (hotel resources) into desired outputs (valuable results).

In their view, the biggest challenge for the next step after getting to fully recognize the documented SOPs of each process and understand the orderliness of actions to perform operational activities, is the tightly proper preparation for an integrated set of components (e.g. organizational conditions, people, IT tools, systems, equipment and machines, materials, intellectual needs) that required to a perfect execution of hotel operation standards, and allocating staff responsibilities and roles allowing hotels to be highly flexible with ensuring that no losing track of any part of work.

4.2. Major Issues of BPM Efforts in Egyptian Hotels

All the managers interviewed confirmed that setting up the BPM initiative with a high-level description of hotel main processes to assess the current state of operation processes and identify its execution standard procedures (SOPs) is not their task or a management function in demand for them. It is the policy of the owner companies to undertake the task of preparing the SOPs of hotel processes and providing hotel managers by written execution procedures of hotel operation activities that are not subject to change or modification. This policy may influence how service processes (SPs) are implemented, how operation errors monitored and assessed and how hotel performance is optimized. This is because hotel
processes are designed and the relevant SOPs developed by the head executive office of the owner company (HEO) away from hotel managers.

Majority of hotel managers (approx. 73.4% of respondents) supported the strategy of planning hotel operating processes and preparing standard procedures of its execution by external parties and highly qualified consultants having the required and sufficient knowledge and skills to do this more efficiently and successfully, and others (approx. 26.6% of respondents) don’t see a value in just understanding how hotel business operation works and there is a need to that process design and activities description to be developed by operation managers in hotels, which brings the essence of the whole operation management problem in all selected hotels.

Managers in Egyptian hotels appeared apprehensive about identifying hotel operating processes and setting up its critical standard quality features because of some serious reasons from their perspective: (i) it is a time-consuming and over-loaded task due to the need for a constant adjustment of hotel operating processes and the difficulty of making regular performance transformation; (ii) unwillingness to undertake such a challenging and difficult task because of the diversity of customers and the lack of consensus among people regarding their needs and demands; (iii) believing that change not add new value in the event when hotel managers undertake the task of planning hotel processes and designing quality characteristics of each service process themselves; (iv) observing the high failure cases of such efforts in independent hotels; and (v) fear of following an inadequate approach due to the lack of experience and required knowledge.

In contrast, fewer managers disagreed with the above point of view, arguing that the actual implementation of SOPs and the delivery of service processes is negatively impacted by the lack of a common understanding of BPs and it’s properties. They are just implementers for the established standard procedures of operation activities without the possibility of modification or change which create many management problems. This can result in that supervisors may not even be able to understand the operation problems and detect default points which create a gap between the SOPs documentation as planned by the owner company and its actual execution. The perceived gap between process design and process execution reported by Banadra et al., (2007) as one of the major main BPM issues perceived by BPM experts across the globe, and planning hotel operating processes and preparing the relevant SOPs away from hotel managers contribute to creating this gap.

4.3. Common Views of Service Process in Hotels

To explore the perceived definitions of business process (BP) by hotel managers and define a proposal of one’s concept of service process (SP) in hotels, questions such as "what’s your perception about the concept of a business process?", "How can you define the concept of service process in your hotel?" and "what’s the missing points in the given definitions compared to the proposed definitions of a business process in reviewed literature?" are essential to be addressed in order to effectively assess hotel managers’ own perception and knowledge about BPs are performed within their hotels as a prerequisite for managing any organization based on its processes.

There are three main definitions of service process (SP) that are reported in succinct points by managers in the selected hotels from their own perspective. There are only a few and very minor discrepancies existed among what constitutes respondents’ views and perceptions, and these were discussed and resolved to a common consensus.
Majority of respondents (46.6% of managers) described a service process (SP) as "a set of specified standards for all service activities to create value for customer". This definition is mainly extracted from the notion of SOPs and specified execution steps of hotel operation activities and the value can be added by proper and effective implementation of these standard procedures as discussed by hotel managers.

From more technical perspective, 20% of respondents (three managers only) defined a service process as "a set of pre-defined inputs to produce desired outputs". Managers also depend on the concept of SOPs to provide this technical definition considering that the pre-defined SOPs and related arrangements in relation to employees training, resources requirements and effective information system (IS) is the specified inputs for any process to produce satisfactory outputs to the target market. There is another view of a service process presented by 33.4% of respondents (five managers) who defined the concept as "the key operating procedures or functioning steps of any task" which is based to some extent on standards procedures of hotel activities but from a managerial perspective and more adequate to workflow management (WFM).

The above definitions revealed that there is no considerable diversity in the basic information about the concept of business concept as described in literature review by academic researchers and the personal knowledge of service process (SP) that presented in various perspectives of hotel managers. We can summarize the most common views of service process (SP) that presented by hotel managers as follow:

a) standard perspective - goal-oriented definition through specified standards of hotel activities aimed at guest satisfaction;
b) technical perspective - structured process with an input that initiates the process and an output which is the result of the process; and

c) managerial perspective – operational procedures or functioning steps that depict how to perform tasks and implement business activities.

By analyzing the various definitions and perspectives of service process (SP) obtained through interviews, it become obvious that hotel managers not provide new in relation to the concept of a business process and/or service process in particular. However, we can note that the common factor in all given definitions is the SOPs of hotel processes that are used as a guideline of what’s to be done? and how’s that done? and which considered as the core area of any process language (interrelated activities) for all types of organizations with different purposes. This means that the structure of standard operation procedures and executive steps to all business activities and tasks employed within organizations is considered as the most important component and essential perquisite for defining any type of process of any business.

Organization must undertake certain activities to achieve business objectives (Kožišek and Vrana, 2017) and business processes are comprised of activities executed in a certain manner in order to fulfill the business goal (Snoeck et al., 2000; de Oca et al., 2015). Therefore, converting all business activities into specific operating procedures with detailed sub-steps that are sequenced in a certain way from beginning to completion to serves a meaningful purpose within an organization is the core point of any process definition whether for academics and/or practitioners. It is the way in which all resources of an organization are used in a reliable, repeatable and consistent way to achieve its goals and sustain performance over time (Ziari, 1997).
According to Adesola and Baines, (2005) Muehlen and Ho, (2006); Palmberg, (2009) and Senkus et al., (2021), the association of the term BP with "a set of interrelated activities" and "transformation of input to output" can be found in many definitions advanced in both the academic and managerial literature. Therefore, the two main components can be found in the most frequent definitions in literature are:

a) Inputs and outputs
b) Interrelated activities

Through comparing the two sets of definitions, it is possible to conclude that the definitions of service process (SP) that given by hotel managers cover the two core areas of BP definitions stated in literature despite the shortcomings that can be found in each definition separately. While the two given definition "a set of specified standards for all business activities to create value for customer" and "the main operational steps or procedures of any task" lack on the coverage of the 'input/output' as essential component of a business process, the last one "a set of pre-defined inputs to produce desired outputs" lacks to the inclusion of "interrelated activities" as a core element in defining all business processes of any enterprise.

Once it was intended to evaluate the perception of hotel managers of the term 'service process' and not specifically the level of maturity of BPs in hotels, it is important to note that the various views of hotel managers that appeared in the reported definitions cover the two core areas that are under the proposed definitions in reviewed literature with a high emphasis on the operational standard procedures of hotel activities and the value can be added through the effective and accurate implementation.

4.4. Definitions of Service Process vs. Academic Definitions

According to Kohlbacher and Gruenwald, (2011) and Kohlbacher, (2010), an accurate definition of company’s business processes is the starting point for BPM. Henneman et al., (2007) added that the choice of process language must be dictated by the intended use of the process definition produced. In hotel business, defining the service process is basically related to the execution standards (SOPs) of service processes and mainly focused on the operational aspect of a process with the purpose of managing hotel processes in a well-regulated and effective way which can produce the expected outcome and deliver particular results for customers.

In spite of that the reported definitions of a service process cover the two primary areas that fall within the definitions suggested in the literature reviewed; hotel managers not provide a perfect definition includes all critical elements of a service process. From an operational perspective and based on the above discussion, service processes in the hotel sector can be taken to be "A specific sequence of pre-defined standard operating procedures (SOPs) with detailed sub-steps executed using hotel’s resources in a systematic manner to produce value-added outcomes for a diversity set of stakeholders within fixed time". It should be noted that this definition restricts SPs to operational processes, i.e., processes at the strategic and system levels or processes that cannot be made explicit are excluded.

It is considered a multi-dimension definition that includes all critical points of service process identified by hotel managers and all key elements of BPs definitions involved in literature with a specific focus on the domain interrelated activities (SOPs) of hotel processes. Thus, the key components of the proposed definition of service process are:

a) standard operating procedures (SOPs)
b) detailed sub-steps for standard procedures (sub-steps)
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c) a systematic way of execution (specific sequence of procedures)
d) a specific time of execution (time restrictions of execution)
e) resources needed to execute the operating activities (input)
f) the added value for multiple stakeholders (target output)

When applying the proposed definition of service process (SP) to the previous figure 4, the transformation zone refers to performing the SOPs of hotel processes and by using hotel’s resources (input) in order to produce valuable results (final outcomes) to customers. The sequence of process execution described by Damij et al., (2008) and Palmberg, (2009) as "a horizontal sequence of activities", which refers here to how the workflow of SOPs of hotel processes is implemented (figure 3).

Sandhu and Gunasekaran, (2004) are the only authors defined a process as a series of activities that involves an independent functional unit. The prevailing view seems to be that processes may be horizontal and/or cross-functional. In this regard, hotel managers commented that hotel activities and related sub-tasks not take a one particular sequence in all cases and this depends on the type of service process and the collection of activities involved in each process. Therefore, the sequence of hotel activities and/or execution procedures of operational processes not always implemented in a horizontal (linear or intra-functional) way and there are unlimited numbers of service processes that may take the shape of cross-functional activities or multi-standard tasks at the same time. For this reason, the key components and structural elements of the proposed definition of "service process" can be more explained and clarified as follow:

a) standard operating procedures (SOPs)
b) detailed sub-steps of execution standards (procedures description)
c) a systematic way of execution (horizontal or cross-functional sequence)
d) a specific time of execution (temporal workflow and time constraints)
e) resources needed to execute these operating procedures (input)
f) the added-value for multiple stakeholders (output)

g) The following figure is a conceptual framework for "service process" in the hotel industry based on the previous discussion for both the academic definitions of BPs and the given definitions of SPs as reported by hotel managers.
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Figure 5: Conceptual Framework of Service Process in Hotels

Therefore, to monitor the performance of hotel operating processes and detect operation deficiencies via the analysis of the proposed service process definition, we consider the following service process attributes as being particularly critical:

a) **stringency:** to depict the standard coordination of possible activities (SOPs)
b) **accuracy:** the defined activities described to a high level of detailed sub-steps;
c) **systematized:** the implementation of SOPs in an orderly and organized way
d) **well-timed:** time constraints occurring at an appropriate and fixed time
e) **used-resources:** the effective use of hotel assets/materials involved in process
f) **efficiency:** the state of quality outcomes and benefits.

**4.5. Structural Elements of Service Process in Hotels**

As indicated in previous discussion, managers in hotels receive a detailed description of hotel processes in the form of written texts that must be conducted within their hotels as a prerequisite for hotel operation running and management practices. It is a critical point of the current study to reveal and examine the key components of service process in hotel industry as prepared by the owner company. Therefore, we designed the question "**what are the core elements of a service process in your hotel?**" which reformulated again during the real interview to be "**what are the essential elements or components of the SOPs documents prepared by the owner company?**" in order to be consistent with the information obtained in the previous discussion.
Hotel managers in both international and local chain hotels agreed on the essential components of the script documents of SOPs that describe hotel processes in a specific way ensures efficient and accurate quality results, which include: (i) standard operating procedures (SOPs) of hotel activities with the workflow execution; (ii) a detailed description for each standard procedure and descriptive sub-steps to clarify how put the pre-defined SOPs into actual implementation (with supporting examples as mentioned by some hotel managers); (iii) roles and responsibilities of employees who perform processes and the owner of each set of processes; (iv) the resources and materials used to implement a service process and produce benefits to stakeholders; and (v) the duration of execution or standard time of each process (e.g. the standard time of check-in process is 4 minutes per confirmed reservation and 7 or 6 per a walk-in guest). Figure 6 shows the key components and basic elements of SPs as discussed by interviewed managers in the selected hotels.

Figure 6: Core Elements of Service Process in Hotels

It should be noted that managers in independent hotels reported less information about the core elements of their service processes and most of their personal knowledge in this regard were unstable and uncertain in many times. Therefore, we exclude some opinions that we have get from managers in independent hotels because it not serves the purpose of the study and may be a source of confusion.

The previous figure 6 provides guidance on the important information of service processes in hotels that is included in the textual documentation of SOPs prepared by the head office of the owner company, which include:

- a set of clearly definable tasks or activities with the workflow of execution;
- sub-steps define "how" to do tasks and the activities are performed;
- roles and responsibilities of the people assigned to do the work;
- the allocation of resources and needs to put the pre-defined activities into actual implementation; and
- the standard time of execution.
Compared to the prevailing core elements of the business process in published research, greater attention needs to be given to other key elements mentioned by academics and BPM experts to effectively plan hotel processes and prepare the relevant SOPs by the owner company such as: (i) graphical model of hotel processes to increase employees’ awareness of process characteristics and attributes; (ii) the parameters needed for each step to evaluate and control; (iii) a measurement system within the process; (iv) developing a feedback measurement system more sensitive to process quality perceptions; (v) the purpose of each process and the expected desired results; (vi) the way people trained to understand the written scripts of hotel operation processes; (vii) the exceptions each step handles; and (viii) the circumstances and decisions points of the urgent situations or unplanned operation cases or events.

Finally, the researchers could not get any confirmed answers or accurate information to the question of "What are the related issues of defining service processes (SPs) in hotels?" that was intended to investigate the impediments to identifying SPs and designing its quality features in hotel industry and the issues related to transforming hotel business functions into a set of operation processes with specific SOPs. This is because hotel managers do not have any idea about the mechanism by which hotel processes are planned and the associated SOPs of business activities are defined, and therefore they do not have the ability to identify the problems that they can face.

5. Recommendation and Further Research

The study revealed that BPM initiatives in hotel industry need to re-evaluated and to; (i) BPM efforts in hotel industry must begin and end with the hotel operations managers, with the presence of experts subordinate to the owning company, to follow up on all measures taken to implement BPM and execute hotel operating processes; (ii) hotel process design once described in a written text lacks several process design-related quality criteria, such as the necessity of having a graphical model of the process showing the sequence of process activities, the parameters needed for each step to evaluate and control, the exceptions each step handles and the circumstances and decisions points of the urgent situations or unplanned operation cases or events; and (iii) the owner companies of chain hotels should re-evaluate their management policies of hotel business because BPM philosophy is still limited in hotels and lack of appropriate BPM education is still a topic that is raised as a perennial issue by hotel managers as a result of the strict practices pursued by the owners.

Therefore, further research can be directed to the study of persuasive management of hotel business and its effects on managing operations and performance results, with the aim of providing the owner companies with a comprehensive framework for implementing BPM initiatives in its proper sense in hotel industry. The proposed conceptual framework of service process concept in hotels that presented by the authors in the current study can be studied through further several studies in order to improve the structural elements of service process in hotels to be more effective and satisfactory to customers.

6. Conclusion

The study showed that all hotel managers in Egyptian hotels are aware of the philosophy of BPM as a global trend for performance enhancement and business success regardless their position, qualification or experience. However, the philosophy of BPM in Egyptian hotels has not achieved the expected results, and the full benefits of the philosophy have not been realized because hotel managers failed to apply that philosophy in its proper sense. This is due to the policy of BPM efforts which negatively influence how service processes are implemented and monitored and how hotel performance is optimized which
demonstrated the need for a greater attention to be given to the problematic issues related to SOPs if they want to gain better results. Therefore, understanding of BPM philosophy and related key concepts is still limited in Egyptian hotels and lack of appropriate BPM education is still a topic that is raised as a perennial issue by managers in hotels as a result of the strict practices pursued by the owner company.
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استكشاف العناصر الأساسية لهيكل عملية الخدمة في صناعة الفنادق: هل توجد أي نماذج وتعريفات مشتركة؟
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الملاحم

هناك مؤلفات واسعة النطاق تؤكد أنه يمكن تحسين أداء الأعمال بشكل عام من خلال تبني وجهة نظر قائمة على العمليات للأعمال التجارية والتي يتم قياسها من خلال نتائج الجودة ورضى العملاء. إن أهمية تركيز الانتباه على العمليات التجارية معرفة بها ومقولة على نطاق واسع على الرغم من جميع أوجه عدم اليقين وصعوبات التشغيل في ممارسات الإدارة. كانت دراستنا مدفوعة بفكرة أن الافتقار إلى النماذج المفاهيمية والتعريف الراسخ لعملية التجارية تلعب دورًا في التحدي الصعب في التواصل والświadمة التي تواجه المنظمات عند وضع مفهوم العملية موسعًا بحيث يتم تعدد وتنوعها معناصر النماذج التي تتمي إلى نشاط معين. الأهداف من هذه الورقة هو وصف نتائج الدراسة التي تهدف إلى تشكيل الجهاز المفاهيمي لعملية الخدمة في الفنادق لتسهيل تخليق عمليات الخدمة بطريقة أكثر منهجية. من خلال تحليل البيانات التي تم الحصول عليها من خلال المقابلات المتعمقة، هناك العديد من التعريفات لعملية الخدمة من ثلاث وجهات نظر مختلفة قدماً بمدرو الفنادق، ولكن لا يبدو أن أي منها متكرر، كما تعرض رأسخ مع التركيز بشكل كبير على الإجراءات التغلبية التشغيلية (SOPs) للأنشطة الفندقية ويمكن إضافة الفئة من خلال التنفيذ الفعال والدقيق. وبالتالي، هناك حاجة إلى إبقاء المزيد من الاهتمام للعناصر الأساسية الإضافية لعملية الخدمة أثناء التخطيط لعمليات تشغيل الفنادق وإعداد إجراءات التشغيل الموحدة ذات الصلة من قبل الشركة المالكة.